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NTT DATA Long Term Care Solutions
NTT DATA demonstrates our commitment to healthcare with a practice dedicated to meeting
the unique requirements of Long-Term and Post-Acute Care. We deliver innovative software and
services based on our foresight of future needs and a deep understanding of our customers.

NTT DATA in Long-Term and Post-Acute Care
Access to and effective use of operational and resident information can spell the difference
between success and failure for a long-term care organization. You can put your trust in
NetSolutions from NTT DATA, a web-based system of integrated financial and clinical software.
We offer you the choice of self-hosting or NTT DATA Private Cloud Services, including the NTT
DATA state-of-the-art Data Center. Our powerful, cloud-based NetSolutions Integration Platform
offers LTC providers unlimited possibilities for exchanging inbound/outbound data in any format.
You will not find a better partner or more cost-effective solution. We have demonstrated our
commitment by receiving CCHIT® certification as EHR Technology for LT-PAC with additional
certification for Skilled Nursing Facilities.

NetSolutions: EMR, Billing, Financials, Communications
NetSolutions Clinicals for your EMR
Sophisticated tools designed to support the LTPAC Electronic Medical Record and give you
ultimate assistance with friendly navigation and one-time data entry. Our MDS 3.0 software
offers a logical process, with maximum ability to import responses. CMS-672/802 surveyor
forms are completed automatically and can be updated on the fly.
You can create and download Continuity of Care Documents to share resident information
electronically with other healthcare providers.

Uncommon
Convenience
This partial
Snapshot is one
of three – ADT,
Clinical, Financial
– that give you
summaries at a
glance and link
you to all areas of
the system.
Drill down for
details from the
Snapshots.
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The NetSolutions System
Revenue Cycle Management
» AR-Billing, 270/271 Interface
» Resident Funds
» General Ledger, Accounts Payable
Electronic Medical Record
» MDS 3.0
» Care Plan
» Progress Notes
» Therapy
» User-Defined Assessments
Medication Management
» eCharting, eMAR
» Clinical Decision Support
» Physician Orders
» ePrescribing
Documentation Management
» Incident Reporting, Infection Control
» eDocuments
» eResults
Communications
» Insight Dashboards
» Point of Care
» CareConnection
» Resident & Resource Scheduling
» Customer Relationship Management
» SNFQPI
» eAssignment & Messaging

CCHIT® certification gives
you an objective way to select
LTPAC software that is secure,
complete, and ready for
Electronic Health Records.
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With Care Plan, you begin by selecting from suggested problems, using libraries including your own,
built-in Diagnoses and I-PLAN libraries. Assign categories to notes and retrieve them by date, care
plan problem, and author with Interdisciplinary Progress Notes. User-Defined Assessments offers
an unlimited number of assessments and flow records with responses linked to the MDS.
Therapute is a complete system for managing therapy in Long Term Care. It stays current with
MDS changes, assists with G-codes, estimates RUG-IV scores, and esports files for billing.

Electronic Medication Management and Clinical Decision Support
These applications streamline the process, saving hours spent on paperwork while removing
risk. Use apps to enter and maintain orders, check for adverse interactions, including Black Box
warnings, and transmit orders to pharmacies nationwide. Generate up-to-date eMARs with tools
to identify the resident and medication, and document administration including notes and vitals.

AR-Billing and General Financials
NetSolutions offers a powerful and flexible AR-Billing system that can match your billing
preferences with many processing options. AR-Billing offers One-Touch billing, expanded
collections tools, and an optional 270/271 interface. For information at every step of the revenue
cycle, use its readable reports of messages received electronically such as the remittance advice.
Resident Funds tracks funds in the residents’ trust account.
NetSolutions General Ledger provides control of financial record keeping, reporting, analysis,
projections, budgeting, and per-patient-day statistics. Accounts Payable application maintains
vendor information, processes invoices, and centralizes AP activities for multiple facilities.

Documentation Management
NetSolutions eDocuments imports files such as scanned documents and photos and stores
them for quick reference. Our Quality Assurance software provides interactive templates for
complete Infection Control and Incident Reporting. Our eResults interface displays lab and
radiology results in NetSolutions. Customer Relationship Management software organizes
contacts with helpful tools that track leads, inquiries, marketing, prospect data, and wait lists.
With Resident & Resource Scheduling you make appointments and check schedules for
individual residents and groups, staff, and resources.

An EHR System with Business Intelligence, Point of Care, Communications
Insight Dashboard software provides business and clinical intelligence through dashboards
designed for LTC providers. It’s an out-of-the-box solution that brings you Key Performance
Indicators with in-depth drop downs, consolidations, comparisons, and alerts.
Our Point of Care software offers user-defined buttons, complete with graphics and labels,
and multiple languages. It can capture data for almost all MDS 3.0 items and export them to
NetSolutions MDS software. Improves accuracy of ADLs for RUG-IV calculations.
eAssignment and Messaging improves internal communication, manages tasks, and scans your
NetSolutions system, alerting you to changes in resident condition that need your attention.
SNFQAPI offers tools to improve performance on surveys and star ratings, reduce risk of
litigation, and meet QAPI requirements

To Learn More
Contact an NTT DATA LTC
Solutions representative to
discuss how our offerings would
work for your organization.
Contact us at
James.Ingalls@nttdata.com
Jill.Moss@nttdata.com
800-426-2675

About NTT DATA
NTT DATA is your Innovation Partner anywhere around the world. With business operations in more than 40 countries, we put emphasis on long-term
commitment and combine global reach and local intimacy to provide premier professional services from consulting, system development, business
process and IT outsourcing to cloud-based solutions.
Visit www.nttdata.com/americas to learn how our consultants, projects, managed services, and outsourcing engagements deliver value for a range
of businesses and government agencies.
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